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ABOUT THE SURVEY

The German Chamber Business Confidence Survey has been 
conducted annually since 2011. It is a key gauge measuring 
business sentiment of German companies operating in China. 
As of 2014 the German Chamber in China has about 2,400 
member companies representing about 50% of German 
business in the country. The survey was conducted online 
between May 12th and June 6th, 2014 among our member 
companies. This time period was specifically chosen to allow 

GERMAN BUSINESS IN CHINA

for sufficient time for companies to develop their business 
sentiment for the remainder of 2014. In total the survey 
comprises of 29 questions, focusing on market conditions, 
investment plans, and business performance. This year a 
total of 417 companies participated in the survey. It should be 
noted that the survey focuses on the opinions of individual 
local operations of German companies in China.

Figure 1: Company locations
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Figure 2: Industry Segments 
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Figure 3: Number of employees
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The majority of German companies (74.8%) are located within 
China’s first-tier cities in Shanghai, Beijing, Guangzhou and 
Shenzhen. These cities are key hubs for the three major economic 
clusters in the Yangtze Delta, the Bohai Rim, and the Pearl River 
Delta, which have been the major destinations for foreign direct 
investment in China. Investment in lower-tier cities (25.2%) is 

mainly located within the vicinity of the established economic 
centers. Regional diversification is taking place, but only at a slow 
pace. Smaller clusters are emerging in West China (Chengdu/
Chongqing) and Northeast China (Shenyang, Changchun, Dalian). 
German investment patterns, and hence the geographic distribution 
of German investment, continue to follow a similar geographic 
distribution as overall foreign direct investment flows in China. The 
majority of overall foreign investment continues to flow into the 
better developed coastal areas of China, attracting 81.4% China’s 
total foreign direct investment in Q1 2014.  65.0% of German 
companies have operations in several cities within China, while 
35.8%, 21.9%, and 2.9% have additional presence throughout 
Greater China in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Macau respectively. 
Shanghai (49.4%), Beijing 19.2%), and Hong Kong (10.4%) are 
the most common cities for companies’ Asia or Greater China 
headquarters. 

Wholly foreign owned enterprises (WFOE) have been the dominant legal 
form for German companies since the regulatory framework in China 
has been liberalized in more industries. Compared to 2007 the share 
of German companies registered as WFOE has increased from 52.0% 
to 67.4% in 2014. Growth from 2013 has remained relatively flat, 
indicating that the proportion of companies choosing this legal form 
has stabilized. Contrary to this development, due to more restrictive 
legislation and stricter enforcement of regulations, representative 
offices have declined from 27.1% in 2007 to 7.4% in 2014. Here too the 
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5.0% < 2 years 
7.8%  2-3 years
6.9% 4-6 years 
24.9%  7-10 years
27.1% 11-15 years
28.3% > 15 years

Figure 4: Market presence in China
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Question: For how many years has your company been physically present in China?

proportion appears to have stabilized at this level. Joint-Ventures (11.5%) 
and Holdings (7.8%) as well as other forms of registration (5.8%) make 
up the remainder. 

German companies operating in China tend to be dominated by small 
to medium size operations, representing the economic importance of 
the “Mittelstand” in Germany. 65.5 under 250 employees, while 11.8% 
have more than 1,000 staff at their local operations. Correspondingly 
turnover is also reflective of the small to medium size of German 
companies with 66.0% achieving turnover of under RMB250mn. The 

machinery and industrial equipment as well as the automotive sector 
for key industries for the German economy in general, accordingly 
these sectors continue to dominate German business activity in China. 
26.4% operate within the machinery/industrial equipment sector 
followed by 14.3% in the automotive industry. Consulting and legal 
services (9.0%), which also includes technical consulting or certification 
services, are the third most important sector for German companies. 
The remaining industrial distribution is more scattered with only 
chemicals, electronics, and plastic/metal sectors reaching more than 5% 
of the share. 

IN CHINA, SERVING THE CHINESE MARKET

China has developed into a key market for German industry, 
and a major source of growth, as markets in Europe and 
the US  have been struggling with low economic growth. 
For 15.0% of companies the Chinese market is the single 
largest for the German companies’ global operations, while 
for 46.5% it is among the top 3 global markets. In terms of 
profit contribution to the companies’ global operations, 11.6% 
report China as the biggest single market, while 44.9% report 
it as among the top 3 global markets. Its importance as a 
global market has, despite slower economic growth in China, 
continued to increase for both turnover and profit, increasing 
1.9 percentage points and 5.3 percentage points respectively 
since 2013. The continued growth indicates that the Chinese 
market remains a key growth driver for German companies. 
German companies operating in China are mainly motivated 
by the sales potential (73.6%), followed by following key 
accounts to China (62.2%). Lower production costs are only 
an important factor for 33.4% of companies, while the ability 
to adapt to local requirements is important to 52.6%, an 
increase of 11.4 percentage points compared to 2012. Using 
China as a low-cost production base for exports to Europe 
or other foreign markets continue to decline with only 
23.1% reporting export markets as their major market (-13.4 
percentage points to 2012). The importance of the Chinese 
market on the other hand continued to increase, with 76.9% 
identifying domestic demand in China as the most important 
market for their local operation in China. German companies 
are operating in China to participate in economic growth 
and development within China, investing in China to satisfy 
domestic demand. For the first time since we have conducted 
our annual survey over 50% of German companies have 
been operating in China for over 10 years. 27.1% have been 
in China between 10-15 years, while 28.3% have been in 
China for over 15 years. German companies are maturing in 
China, with the number of newcomers (in China for less than 
2 years) representing the smallest share of companies (5.0%). 

Figure 5: Main markets
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Figure 6: Motives for market presence 2007-2013 
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MARKET ENVIRONMENT

The Chinese market environment is potentially about to 
experience the most significant economic reforms in decades. 
The government has initiated or announced an array of 
potentially far reaching reforms. For the most the central 
government’s reform efforts are perceived as having a 
positive impact on companies’ business. Expanding domestic 
demand (69.0%), improved environmental protection (65.6%) 
and increased role of markets (58.9%) are evaluated the most 
positively. Specific policy details however have only been 
emerging slowly at best. Uncertainty of policy details leads 
most companies to report that the policies effect on future 
investment decisions are evaluated as neutral by 48.6% 
of the respondents. This indicates that, though generally 
regarded positive, companies remain cautious about the long-
term impact. When asked about how companies perceive the 
relationship with local authorities, overall German companies 
regard them as business friendly (72.0%) while only a small 
minority (6.3%) considers them unfriendly to their business 
operations. 

Operating in China comes with many challenges. Controlling 
them is thus essential for operating successfully in China. 
Business chal lenges related to human resources have 
consistently been the biggest problem for German companies. 
Rapid economic growth resulted in rapidly increasing wage 
levels as well as an employees’ market in which new jobs 
could be easily found, contributing to higher fluctuation rates 
with all the negative consequences this brings for companies. 
Additionally skilled staff are difficult to find and retain for 
key positions. Rising labor costs (72.2%), finding (74.1%) and 
keeping (67.2%) qualified staff remain the biggest challenges 
for companies in 2014. However, a comparably smaller 
share considers them to be major business challenges. Rising 
labor costs (-6.8 percentage points), finding (-7.6 percentage 

points) and keeping (-9.0 percentage points) qualified staff 
have seen significant drops since 2012. The remainder of 
the business challenges in the top ten have for the most 
only rearranged their position in the ranking. Most notably 
slow internet speed (59.1%) has become the biggest non-
HR business challenge companies are facing, the highest 
single increase compared to 2013 (+9.6 percentage points). 
Internet speeds have notably suffered in recent months, 
while access to foreign websites has become less reliable in 
general. In line with this internet censorship has been added 
to the list this year, and was reported as a problem by 44.0% 
of companies. For the second year in a row protection of 
intellectual property rights has again been reported among 
the highest increases (+5.8 percentage points from 2013, and 
+16.5 percentage points from 2012). Domestic protectionism 
(+8.9 percentage points) and, though not in the top 10 list, 
strikes and industrial action (+6.4 percentage points) saw 
the biggest increases. Overall, German companies appear to 
be improving in how they are dealing with most business 
challenges in China. However, as other examples show, 
China’s business challenges remain volatile and can directly 
harm business operations. 

China, in many industries already the worlds’ largest market, 
is a highly competitive market attracting competition from 

Figure 7: Source of competition
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Figure 8: Top 10 business challenges
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BUSINESS OUTLOOK 2014

The  Chinese economy is continuing its transition from a 
high growth period to a period of more moderate growth. The 
official GDP growth target for 2014 stands at 7.5% as it has in 
previous years when growth was easily exceeded. Pressure on 
the economy is increasing, ranging from overinvestment in 
parts of the economy, a potential housing bubble and possible 
increases in credit defaults. The transitional nature of economic 
growth also make it more difficult for companies to anticipate 
overall economic development. Growth in the first quarter 2014 
expanded 7.4%, though growth had been widely been expected 
below the official growth target. As the government rebalances 
the economy and initiates reforms to better position it for 
long-term growth, it has been widely anticipated that the new 
economic policies would affect growth rates during the transition 
causing some hardship to an economy accustomed to rapid 
growth. However, while lower minimum growth rates might 
have been tolerated at the end of 2013, during the first quarter it 
has been more widely communicated that the growth rate of 7.5% 
should be maintained. This has led the government to launch an 
array of measures to encourage growth in April 2014, with first 
effects noticeable towards the end of Q2.

 Reducing industrial over capacities

Interest rate liberalization

RMB exchange rate liberalization

Reduction of red-tape

Increased urbanization

Improved rule of law

Anti-corruption drive

Increased role of markets

Improved environmental protection

Expanding domestic consumption

Figure 9: Evaluation of current government policies 
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Question: Please evaluate the impact of the central government's economic 
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Figure 10: Business friendliness of local government
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around the globe. 88.2% of companies face other European 
competitors while 73.1% also report US competitors, and 
between 50-60% face competitors from mainly other Asian 
countries (mainly Japan and Korea). The biggest competitors 
are, however, Chinese companies: 94.3% face some form of 
Chinese competition. 69.6% of companies completion from 
local companies further increasing in the future. Despite 
the expected increase in competitive pressure from Chinese 

companies, the majority of German companies (50.3%) do not 
believe that the increase will be the result of increased patent 
applications. Looking at intellectual property aspects from a 
different angle, 27.0% of companies have been confronted for 
intellectual property violations initiated by Chinese firms, 
while for the vast majority (73.0%) these confrontations have 
no effect. 

Nearly half of German companies (48.0%) believe that 
economic conditions are improving and will positively affect 
their companies performance for the remainder of the year. 
17.5% believe the economic environment will be worsening, 
while 33.6% believe economic condit ions wil l remain 
unchanged. The evaluation of economic conditions remains 
fairly stable compared to 2013 and generally cautiously 
positive. The automotive sector in particular maintains a 
largely positive outlook (74.5%). For 2014 the majority of 
German companies (59.6%) forecasts that they will exceed or 
achieve their business targets, while in 2013 54.7% actually 
exceeded or achieved their targets. There is a noticeable jump 
(+9.6 percentage points) of companies expected to exceed 
business targets compared to 2013. The higher share of 
companies expected to exceed their business targets indicates 
that the anticipated slowdown for 2014 has been less severe. 
At the same time, companies which did not achieve or only 
partially achieved their targets has fallen by 7.9 percentage 
points from 2013 (actual) compared to the forecast for 2014. 
73.6% of companies expect turnover to expand in 2013, 
with 35.6% expecting growth in excess of 15%. Only a 
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INVESTMENT AND EMPLOYMENT

Although business is expected to remain robust in 2014, a 
higher share of companies is becoming more cautious about 
expanding too rapidly. German companies are slowing down 
their expansion plans for employment and investments 
and generally are becoming more risk adverse. Though 
the majority of companies plan to increase their workforce 

Figure 12: Outlook of economic conditions 2014
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Figure 11: Expected turnover development
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Figure 13: Business targets
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small minority of 6.7% report a decrease in revenue, the 
smallest share since 2012. Turnover growth in excess of 
>25% has been declining with more moderate growth setting 
in. Slower economic growth in part explains lower growth 
expectations only partially. Another contributing factor 
is the mature nature of German companies in China, with 
over 50% having operated in the market for more than 
10 years. Growth from lower base levels naturally will be 
higher, and over time, as the base level increases, level off. 
Accordingly 37.5% of companies which have operated in 
China for under 2 years and 39.3% of companies which 
have been in China for between 2-4 years expect turnover 
increases greater than 25%, while companies which have 
operated in China for between 10-15 years and over 15 
years include a significantly smaller portion of companies 
reporting substantial turnover growth, with 8.6% and 
4.0% respectively expecting growth larger than 25%. Profit 
development expectations are moving in a similar manner, 
with 59.8% expecting increases, of which 23.7% are in excess 
of 15%. While the share of companies reporting decreasing 
prof its is the lowest (11.8%), the share of companies 
expecting increasing profits has been steadily increasing by 
7.1 percentage points compared to 2012, and 5.6 percentage 
points compared to 2013. 

The f igures underline the fact that German companies 
are performing robustly and have adapted well to newly 
evolving market conditions. German companies operating 

in China appear to be relatively robust despite the economic 
slowdown, which by all means is still at a respectable 7.5%. 
Key industries for German business have also generally 
been less affected by the current slowdown. Data from the 
National Bureau of Statistics show that revenue increases at 
machinery and automotive companies have been growing 
more robustly than the average 8.4% in the period between 
January and April in 2014. Automotive increased by 16.3%, 
while machinery, depending on which segment, increased 
between 9.8-12.1%.  Germany’s strength in areas such as 
machinery as well as the automotive sector surely have 
contributed to companies becoming strongly affected by the 
slowdown, helping to remain an overall positive business 
sentiment for 2014. 

(50.2%) this ref lects a drop of 10.6 percentage points 
compared to the previous year, while nearly 9.9% plan to 
decrease their headcount. Following the German Chamber’s 
Wage and Salary Report 2013/14 companies expect wages to 
increase 8.2% in 2014. This ref lects more moderate growth 
compared to previous growth, but again the base rate has 
risen significantly over the past 15 years. Accordingly, 80.6% 
of companies engaging in manufacturing in China identify 
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productivity improvements as a major factor for achieving 
business targets. Investment activity for 2014 is projected to 
remain similar to 2013. The majority of companies (47.1%) 
will remain unchanged in their investments, while 45.3% 
plan to increase and 7.6% plan to decrease investment. 30.4% 
of companies plan investment activities in new locations in 
China, down 17.1 percentage points from 2013, while 23.9% 
are considering it (+6.7 percentage points to 2012), and the 
remaining share does not plan any new investment into new 
cities. The drop ref lects the more cautious attitude towards 
rapid expansion and hints at a consolidation of investments 
at existing operations. 

For companies which are planning invest in new cities, 
following key accounts (64.4%) and regional diversification 

(41.1%) a re t he most impor tant r ea sons .  Reg iona l 
diversification in particular gained in importance, increasing 
by 20.3 percentage points to 2013. As for new investment 
locations, first-tier cities (Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou 
and Shenzhen) are the most likely investment destination 
for 40.4% of companies planning new investment. In all 
the major economic centers in the Yangtze Delta, Bohai Rim 
and the Pearl River Delta account for over 50% of the new 
investments. Western China remains attractive for 15.7% 
of companies, with Chengdu and Chongqing again retaining 
their spots in the top 10. At present less developed regions in 
China, in particular in West and Central China are attracting 
interest by German companies, but data does not suggest a 
rapidly expanding business presence there anytime soon. 

Figure 15: Top 10 cities for new investment
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Figure 17: Sino-German business relations
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Figure 16: Key Economic Figures

Source: NBS

Figure 14: Investment plans
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The German Chamber of Commerce in China

The German Chamber of Commerce in China supports German 
companies in their activities in China. Divided into the region-
al centers of Beijing, Shanghai and South & South-West China, 
it assists all together more than 2,200 companies. It is thereby 
one of the largest foreign chambers in China. The Chamber 
was established on November 5th, 1999, and has since offered 
a broad range of seminars, workshops and events to German 
companies, in addition to access to an enormous network end 
assistance with matters in relation to the local and regional 
government offices.

The Delegation of German Industry & Commerce 
(AHK) Greater China

The Delegation of German Industry & Commerce Greater China 
is the key representative body for German economic interests in 
China, working on behalf of the German Federal Government. 
With offices in Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Hong-Kong 
and Taipei, the AHK represents German corporate interests in 
Greater China and supports the expansion of German-Chinese 
economic relations. The AHK is part of a network of more than 
120 German economic representations worldwide, which has 
been active abroad for more than 150 years. The first office in 
the Greater China region was opened in 1981 in Taipei.
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